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Pravachan 1 (13.11.20) 
 

Please Note: This is an English summary of the pravachan by a seeker, Rimaben Dhanky and has been uploaded here 
for the benefit of the English reader. 

 

In ‘Varte Antarshodh’ (The Inner Search), we saw what a seeker should do to go within. We have 

seen the same thing in ‘Shri Uttaradhyayan Sutra’ in Samyag Parakram. It starts with a subtle 

observation. Then you have to go ahead and accomplish the work. When you talk about 

observation, you will have an appreciation for Panch Parmeshthi (Five supreme benevolent 

personalities), householders, samyag drashti souls, all the seekers, and everyone around you. When 

you start observation, you feel that the people around you are good and you start appreciating them. 

Virtues will follow when you praise the virtues. Unless you praise, you have only done a mechanical 

exercise.  

 

When you talk about inner prowess, you start with the subtle observation (avalokan). This happens 

naturally. You will have an appreciation (anumodan) for others. You start copying or imitating 

(anukaran) and following (anusaran) everyone. Here copying does not mean the external behavior, 

you have to copy the virtues. When you continue doing that, your virtues of the soul will keep 

elevating (aarohan). The height of the soul will keep increasing. The path of spirituality works based 

on your potential. When you have aarohan, you will feel that this is what is happening to you. When 

you keep climbing the ladder, you have anubhuti (self-realization) or anavaran (unveiling) from the 

viewpoint of the path of knowledge, you are always pure, and you were covered because of your 

impurities. In the path of bhakti (devotion), it can be called as aagaman (arrival) of the Lord. This is 

your inner prowess. How to go about it and its checklist is given.  

 

Do you experience elevation? You may remember everything, but you don’t feel the height within. 

Something else is needed. Which bird can fly fast? - is it a sparrow, parrot, pigeon, or a crow? The 

bird that is in a hurry flies faster. The person who has some aim or target to reach somewhere fast 

will have a higher speed. The one who wants to attain the second samyag darshan (right faith) fast 

will have a higher speed. You have to be the best today and better tomorrow. At the same time, you 

should move at a higher speed. Do not get confused about this paradox. If you get confused, it 

means that your knowledge is not right.  

 

About 30 years ago, Pujya Gurudevshri gave an example in Bombay Market. A man was sitting next 

to the window on a train. A girl passed by selling water. It was summer. The man asked, “How 

much?” She said, “2 Rs.” He said, “I will buy two glasses if you give it in 1.50 Rs.” The girl said, 

“Sir, leave it, you are not thirsty. The thirsty person would not bargain”. The person who wants to 

attain spiritual welfare will have no excuses or shortcuts, he will put everything in the game. “Jo 

ichchho parmarth to, karo satya purushaath”- strive real hard if you want to attain the absolute truth. 



Even if it is most difficult, most dangerous, and is like the razor’s edge, you would want to do it. 

You would want to take a chance.  

 

The mind is very strange. It does not oppose the auspicious thing, but it opposes the leaving of the 

inauspicious things. The mind will not oppose satsang or bhakti. But it will oppose when you want 

to leave eating after the sunset or leaving smoking. The mind will oppose when you want to leave 

tea. The mind will allow you to do good things. But when you want to leave your desires, egotism, 

passions, it will oppose you. You will keep doing and increasing your religious activities for many 

years, but you won’t be able to leave your anger without analyzing the reason. The mind is tricky, 

and Sadguru is trickier.  

 

In the path of religion, it is seen what you left and not what you gained. In your auspicious activities, 

you will do good. You will be good if you are on the path of spirituality. Your ego is about doing 

good only. You attain peace, bliss, stability, happiness, etc. by being good. You are doing religious 

activities, but there is no elevation. For the inner elevation, you have to resist your temptations. The 

funniest part is you go to the catalyst 90% of the time, but you slip in the catalyst only 10% of the 

time. You have to decide for yourself that you won’t go to the theatre unless you get a free ticket. 

Your problem is you go to the catalyst and then say that you were trapped in the temptations. You 

could not resist temptation. You moved towards temptations and catalysts. Then you are attacked by 

your temptations. 90% of the time, your mind would take solitude trickily. When there is a restraint, 

you should be happy about it. In the beginning, these restraints are pressurizing you, but later on, 

they will become a pleasure.  

 

If you decide not to eat cheese and everyone around you is eating cheese, still, you do not eat and 

your happiness keeps growing. If your happiness is not growing, you won’t be able to follow things 

for a long time. Restraints are the most difficult thing; you feel that it was limiting your freedom. But 

actually, it was never freedom, it was self-will. This self-will ruins you, but you never realized it. You 

should have the courage to say no to a wicked person or a bad thing. It may be a person or a thing 

like cheese. If you decide not to have cheese for seven days, and someone tries to tempt you for the 

same, you should have the courage to say no. You should say, “Do not force me. If you force me 

for cheese, I won’t be with you. But I won’t eat cheese under any circumstances.” You need courage 

for the same. You should have the courage to yes to a good person and no to a wicked person. 

Otherwise, you won’t be able to practise restraint.  

 

You have to keep checking yourself. Everything need not be something that should not be eaten. 

You have to check whether the word ‘restraint’ is pleasure or fear for you. Depending on that, your 

opinions would change. A miniscule change of track may lead to miles of change in the distance. In 

case if you get into such catalysts, you must learn to tackle them. You should be very rich in 

auspicious dispositions. Your faith should be so strong that the moment you take the name of the 

Sadguru, you won’t slip. Do not go towards the temptations. But if you are in such a surrounding, 

you should learn to tackle it with the power of auspicious dispositions. Here your ‘dos’ will help you 



in doing it. If you have the power of auspicious dispositions, you won’t be trapped in any 

temptations.  

 

A man told his Guru, “I smoke 30 cigarettes a day. Please do something.” Within him, he felt, 

‘Whatever the Guru will say, I won’t be able to leave it. It is a bodily need and not only a mind 

need.’ Guru said, “You can smoke more cigarettes. But there are three conditions. 1. You must sit 

down to smoke cigarettes. 2. You cannot leave the cigarette halfway; you must smoke the full 

cigarette. 3. Before lighting a cigarette, you should chant one Navkar Mantra.” Within 15 days, the 

person left cigarettes. He said, “The moment I chant Navkar, someone brings boiled water thinking 

that I am fasting. People do not leave me and I cannot light a cigarette. I cannot sit while smoking, it 

is too boring.”The mind fools you and Sadguru fools the mind without the mind knowing that it is 

getting fooled. But Sadguru has only one aim and that is your spiritual welfare. The more love you 

invest in the Sadguru, the more your delusion would be annihilated. If you lack love, faith, and 

surrendership, the next step would be difficult for you.  

 

Bhedjnan (discrimination between self and others) would be happening naturally. Residue and juice 

of the sugarcane were always different; they do not become different when it is put in the machine. 

When you see the sugarcane, you should see it as a residue and juice differently, that is faith. If you 

see it after putting it in the machine, it is the transformation because of your experience. Faith leads 

to samkit. When you see a cloth, you should see the cloth and dirt as separate before washing that is 

bhedjnan.  

 

You have a Guru because of the fruition of meritorious karma and you also have the wealth of love 

within you. Now, why are you stuck? When you mix these two, you can attain success. But you feel 

that it is very difficult. You have a love for people and things. But that love has many impurities, 

expectations, you always want more. You have jealousy in this love. You have doubts about love. 

You also take revenge in love. Your attachment will be converted into aversion and again that 

aversion will turn into attachments. All these things affect your perception, words, and behaviour. 

You will have sulking in your behavior. You will either hate or hurt or someone. These things 

happen because you have invested the wealth of love at the wrong place. You have more miseries in 

love than happiness.  

 

The Enlightened Ones call true happiness when you have peace, bliss and security. When you have 

impurity in love, it is the attachment. This same attachment turns into aversion. You should attain 

peace, bliss, and purity in love. There should be stability in love. If you feel that you do not have true 

love, you should change the address of your love. “Rushabh Jineshwar pritam mahro, aur na chahu 

koi kanth”- Rushabhdev Bhagwan is my lover, I do not want any other lover. Anandghanji 

Maharajsaheb was a lover. He was a romantic person. He realized that if His lover was someone 

else, He felt impurities within. But the moment the address of the person he loved was Bhagwan, i.e. 

his address changed, He felt peace, bliss, and security. Change the address of your love and your 

love would create an inner elevation.  



 

Dharma starts with love, then devotion, following the Sadguru’s ajna and then attaining detachment. 

If you want to get detached, your life should be according to the ajna. If you want that type of life, 

you should have bhakti. For bhakti, you need love. You have to just love the Guru. You should feel 

that Guru is Priya (dear) and Pujya (reverent) both. Having only one of them won’t help. You need 

respect, for that you need to write Pujya only. But to put life in Pujya, you need priti (love). This is 

said by Bhaktayogi Anandghanji Maharajsaheb.  

 

If you want to learn about true love, learn it from true devotees. Do not rush to the Lord directly. 

Rush to Gautam, Sudama, Hanuman, etc. From the time Gautamswami established Bhagwan 

Mahavira as His Guru, Gautamswami did not have a single desire. If you are saying, “My Guru is 

enough for me,” then how can you love cheese? When the feeling of love for Guru is strong, then 

there should be no desires remaining. Learn from Gautamswami, cultivate yourself, and go to 

Mahavira. Otherwise, the association of Mahavira will not be fruitful.  

 

Sudama’s wife told him to go to Dwarka to his friend Krishna, who was the king of Dwarka to ask 

for something. But Sudama had no complaints and no desires. But because of his wife Sushila’s 

insistence, he went to Dwarka with a condition, where he would go to give something and not to 

take something. He asked Sushila to give him rice flakes. In such a bad condition, he wanted to offer 

only. Learn this desireless love and bhakti from Sudama and then go to Krishna.  

 

Go to Hanuman. One day Hanumanji was going towards Shri Rama’s bedroom with a lot of 

enthusiasm. Sitaji stopped him. He asked her, “You are also a devotee, and I am also a devotee. If 

you can go inside, why should I not go?” Sitaji showed her vermillion on her head and said, “I am 

His wife. I have put vermillion of Shri Rama’s name on my head.” The next day, Hanumanji came 

back and vermillion was put on his whole body. Sitaji was shocked. Hanumanji said, “Mother, Rama 

is your husband only, but He is everything for me.” Hanuman had no desires at all. He had only one 

desire- Rama, His bhakti, His seva- selfless service.  

 

Remove impure desires from your mind. There are three types of desires. 1. Impure desires.  

2. Fruitful desires for worldly transactions. 3. Pure desires. Reject the impure desires and harbor 

pure desires. You have to go to the stage of the desirelessness, but you do not have that capacity, so 

pure desires are allowed. Check your desires. If you want to eat restaurant food, it is an impure 

desire. If you want to eat home-cooked food, it is a fruitful desire. If you feel that you want to fast 

today, it is a pure desire. If you want to see TV, it is an impure desire. While walking, if you are 

checking that no insects get killed, it is a fruitful desire. If you are going for Prabhu’s darshan, it is a 

pure desire. If you want to earn by lying to people or with immorality, it is an impure desire. If you 

want to earn with morals, you have a fruitful desire. But if you want to give some money to charity, 

it is a pure desire.  

 



Jain Darshan explains everything in atikram (a thought of transgression,), vyatikram (planning the 

transgression), atichaar (beginning the execution of the transgression), and anaachaar (engaging in 

the transgression). The moment you think about sinning seeing a movie, it is atikram. You start 

planning for that movie that is vyatikram. You had to stop at atikram only. But you did not do it. 

When you start executing, it is vyatikram. You start from your house, go to the theatre, and till the 

movie has not started, this patch is called atichaar. If you start seeing that movie, it is anaachaar. You 

can change at any time. You still have a chance of doing pratikraman.  

 

Param Krupalu Dev Shrimad Rajchandraji (Prabhu) studied Pratikraman Sutra at the age of 16. He 

realized that Jain philosophy was par excellence. Within a year, He studied all the Agams and other 

scriptures written by Acharya Bhagwan. When you look at the indolent person and the supremely 

Enlightened One, there is very little difference in their physical activities. Both can be seen reading, 

but internally you cannot measure that change. Then in the next year, He read the scriptures of other 

religions. His study was so deep that He could challenge the person from that faith. He knew the 

number of Vachanamrut of Swaminarayan sect, which the devotee of Swaminarayan sect did not 

know. 

 

You can stop at atikram, vyatikram, or atichaar level. If you have done any anaachaar, you should do 

pratikraman. Take atonement in this pratikraman. Reject the impure desires and accept the pure 

desires.  

 

In the process of avalokan to anavaran, you need tremendous bhakti for Jineshwar Bhagwan and 

Guru Bhagwan. Next two dhaal- 8th and 9th dhaal are for that bhakti. You need a lot of conviction 

in this dhaal. In the first dhaal, we saw that those who are following and preaching impure practices 

(ashuddha vyavahaar), his vyavahaar is not the reason for liberation. Even if it is happening in the 

name of dharma, it is not the reason for liberation. A wasp keeps going from one lotus to the other 

for the smell, people also keep looking out for the right people to explain to them the right dharma.  

 

In the second dhaal, the wasp- seeker found a flower called Sadguru. In the second, third, and the 

fourth dhaal, the seeker associated with Sadguru. “Pratyaksh Sadguru praaptino, gane param upkaar, 

trane yoga ekatvathi, varte ajnadhaar.”- Considering the direct access to a true Guru as supremely 

beneficial one would act on his percepts with the united energy of all the three faculties of body, 

speech, and mind. The seeker requests the Guru to preach to him the right way of dharma and show 

him the essence of dharma. In the second, third, and fourth dhaal, the true nature of the soul was 

preached with the absolute viewpoint. Here it was taught that you should connect with the soul and 

attain liberation. Upadhyayji started with an absolute viewpoint. Everyone felt that no chanting was 

needed anymore. Everyone wanted to be established  in the soul. The Enlightened Ones are 

excellent psychologists. In this absolute viewpoint, vyavahaar- practical transactions were left 

immaturely. You had just learned about the true nature of the soul from the absolute viewpoint. But 

that had not transformed you.  

 



In the fifth dhaal, Upadhyayji explained the right meaning of the absolute viewpoint. You won’t 

attain anything by leaving your vyavahaar. You need to redirect vyavahaar towards the absolute 

viewpoint. “Nishchay vaani sambhali, sadhan tajva noy, nishchay rakhi lakshma, 

sadhan karava soy.”- Do not give up the means by listening to the absolute viewpoint (nishchay), 

make proper use of the means while keeping the absolute viewpoint in mind. Here ‘karava’ means to 

do everything regularly with your wish. In your food, the most necessary taste is salt. But this salt 

has to be there in dal, you cannot eat salt plain. You do not have to leave your vyavahaar. But 

vyavahaar has to be done with the target of nishchay. In this dhaal, it was clarified that you do not 

have to leave vyavahaar, but nishchay should be the main aim of life.  

 

In the sixth dhaal, preaching was given on pure conduct- shuddha vyavahaar and impure conduct-  

ashuddha vyavahaar. Pure conduct would lead to liberation. Impure conduct would give you celestial 

abode at the most. In that too, if you have egotism, you won’t even get the celestial abode.  

 

In the seventh dhaal, we learned about who all are there in the path of liberation. In that, the third 

one was samvijna paakshik- the self-realized ascetic who is partial towards the impetus for liberation, 

he does not like the worldly matters anymore; he has only one aim in life that he wants liberation. 

We usually talk about the best ascetic and the best householders when we talk about the people 

walking on the path of liberation. Samvijna paakshik is the ascetic, but he has indolent conduct. But 

his faith is true. His conduct is not right, but his faith is true. He has gone ahead, but he has come 

back, so we call him ‘samvijna paakshik’ and not ‘avirti samyag drashti (right faith but non-abstained 

or partially-abstained). This way there are three people in the path of liberation. 1. Ascetic with the 

right conduct. 2. The best householder. 3. Samvijna paakshik. Those who have samyag darshan are 

on the path of liberation. The person who does not have samyag darshan, but is straightforward, 

polite, civilized, innocent, is also towards the path (marg sanmukh). This is the greatness of the Jain 

philosophy. The religious rituals are done because of jealousy, fear of public opinion, etc., that is also 

dharma. He will not attain liberation because of such rituals, but he will get a second chance. It is 

better to do something than do nothing.  

 

You have to accept that vyavahaar also. He has a chance for good vyavahaar. The Enlightened One 

is lenient about it. The absolute viewpoint will say that immediate modifications are only true and 

right. The relative viewpoint says that the first step and the successive steps should be seen. Even if 

you get a chance, the Enlightened One calls you ‘lucky’. With that chance, you will have the bondage 

of meritorious karma and you will get one more chance.  

 

In the 8th dhaal, there will be a discussion of a person who feels that pure conduct is not as per the 

description of Jineshwar Bhagwan, he has his logical explanations. For such people, Upadhyayji has 

tried to explain the right path with logic and examples. He has said that worshipping the idol is the 

ajna of Bhagwan and it is the right conduct. He has explained how to follow that right conduct. In 

the eighth dhaal, there are ten stanzas. First is an introductory stanza. Then dravyapooja- material 

worship is explained. Dravyapooja is the ajna of Jineshwar Bhagwan and it is the duty of the 



householder and not the ascetic to do dravyapooja. Those who think that worshipping the idol is 

not right; are going against the ajna of the Jineshwar Bhagwan. You cannot cross out on one sect, 

there are not many arguments. Do not go against any sect. In the ninth dhaal, there are eleven 

stanzas and only four examples are given. They have worshipped the idol and gone ahead in the path 

of liberation. Do not refute anything.  

 

Dhaal 8 :   

Stanza 84: “Someone else (avar) is asking a question that ‘Follow only compassion’, if that is 

the only pure conduct and we are doing it purely, this is what is said. But the people who 

say it that way, the same people (with their behaviour) are uprooting their words.” 

  

 Jain people believe in ‘Ahimsa paramo dharma’- Non-violence is the supreme religion. If all your 

conducts have non-violence, then it is dharma. ‘Daya dharma ka mool’ (Compassion is the basis of 

religion). Every sect talks about these two sentences. Non-violence means the non-killing of other 

animals or saving other souls. You have to understand this non-violence properly. In the next few 

stanzas, Upadhyayji talks about worshipping with flowers, incense sticks, etc. In any dharma, you 

will have to follow non-violence. 

 

In Jainism, there are two main sects- Digambar and Shwetambar. In Shwetambar, there are two sub-

sects. Murtipujak- those who worship idols, where Tapagachchha, Khattargachchha, Achalgachchha, 

etc. get included. Non-murtipoojak- those who do not worship idols, where Sthanakvasi – the sect 

that came up 400-500 years ago and Terapanth.  

 

In this stanza, the word ‘avar’ is used. Avar means one of the groups of Jainism only and not from 

any other religions. They say that compassion is the only pure conduct. You have to understand the 

right nature of compassion. When people do not understand the true nature of compassion, they 

became biased and one-sided. They negated idol worship and said that it is impure conduct, as it has 

included violence.  

 

Those who think that compassion is the basis of religion; give food to the birds, give grass to the 

animals, and food and medicines to human beings. For them, that is compassion. They think that 

idol worship is not only optional; it is also impure conduct. Upadhyayji is explaining what is right.  

 

The ascetic who does not believe in idol worship says, “I have embraced five great vows, I am a 

protector of six types of living beings. I follow compassion and I am following pure conduct. Those 

who are not protecting six types of living beings, that is impure conduct, and it has to be left. It is 

not even the duty of the householder too. You do not understand the right nature of kindness, 

compassion, non-violence, etc.” He says these words and then he uproots his words himself. His 

behaviour is different from what he says.  

 



The other sect believes in Guru Vandana (offering salutations to the Guru). If he is doing that, he is 

killing vayukaay (air-bodied souls). When he is doing pratikraman, he moves his hands and legs, he is 

killing vayukaay souls. While going from one place to the other, the ascetic can cross the river in 

certain exceptional circumstances - this is acceptable to all the sects. If he crosses the river, water-

bodies may be killed. This way he is uprooting his words.  

 

There is swaroop hinsa (violence in what is seen), hetu hinsa (violence in the purpose), and 

anubandh hinsa (leading to violence). There is swaroop ahimsa (non-violence in what is seen), hetu 

ahimsa (non-violence in the purpose), and anubandh ahimsa (leading to non-violence). E.g. A hunter 

wanted to catch birds, so he spread a net on the ground. He scattered grains on top of the net. This 

is swaroop ahimsa- where he shows that he is compassionate, but he wants to trap the birds- so hetu 

hinsa is there. Then he hid behind the tree and waited silently, so the birds could eat the grains. 

Anubandh is something different.  

 

Saving the birds, animals and human beings is not wrong at all. But a certain sect believes that it is 

the end of dharma. You need to understand it in detail. If you are doing ashtaprakari pooja (eight 

types of pooja) with a lot of enthusiasm, the maximum fruition is 12th Devlok. You can go to 

graiveyak also with restraint. For Anuttar viman, you need samyag darshan and restraint both.  

 

Those who think that dharma is in the social transactions of feeding all the souls or doing good 

work. They are contented in it and have egotism too. That’s why the true nature of dharma is shown 

by Upadhyayji.  

 

There are dravya praan (material vitality), dravya hinsa (external violence), and dravya ahimsa 

(external non-violence). There are bhaav praan (psychical vitality), bhaav hinsa (violence in feeling 

and thoughts), and bhaav ahimsa (non-violence in feelings and thoughts). There are ten 

dravyapraan- five senses, mind, speech and body, breathing, and ayushya. With these ten praan, you 

can survive. But all of them are non-living. They are due to your karma and it is there only for that 

birth. Dravya hinsa means to separate someone from his ten praan. If you protect these ten praan, it 

is dravya ahimsa.  

 

Bhaav praan means knowledge, faith, vitality, etc. dispositions, mental efforts, etc. of the soul. Bhaav 

hinsa means to annihilate pure dispositions. When you have thoughts and feelings of passions, it is 

bhaav hinsa. When you do not have thoughts and feelings of passions, it is bhaav ahimsa. Bhaav 

ahimsa will lead to liberation. Dravya ahimsa will be only for that birth. You have to understand this 

difference. You are stopping at dravya hinsa by saying why flowers are put on the idol. But your aim 

should be bhaav ahimsa. Worshipping the Jina has to connect both of them, otherwise, it is the 

impure conduct only. You should have the fruit of bhaav ahimsa from dravya hinsa. You are seeing 

dravya hinsa worshipping with flowers. But you should be reaching at bhaav ahimsa. With dravya 

pooja, your dispositions should be so pure that you attain initiation, where you follow dravya 

ahimsa. From there, you become dispassionate by elevating thoughts and feelings. Your aim should 



be to attain liberation, so that you can become non-violent with dravya and bhaav. If you can 

establish this link, then it is a good conduct.  

 

The (avar) ascetic has embraced five great vows; he is protecting six types of living beings. He 

believes that he has left the violence and is following non-violence. “Mukhthi jnan kathe ane antar 

chhutyo na moha”- he verbally talks of knowledge but internally stays attached. He asks his devotees 

to build sthanak- upashray. He gets books printed. This way he is doing violence of air-bodies, fire-

bodies, and water-bodies. He is preaching and giving ajna to his devotees to do that work. He 

expresses his opinions, likes, dislikes in his ajna. He is attached to it. He gets into pride, egotism, 

deceit, greed, and if things are not done as per his wish, he gets angry too. He is not connected to 

the project, but he connects everyone in his project.  

 

When this ascetic goes from place to place, he is doing violence to air-bodied beings. Because of 

your ignorance, when you listen to the absolute viewpoint, you leave the relative viewpoint and if 

you listen to the relative viewpoint, you forget about the absolute viewpoint. Sadguru balances out 

everything and shows the right path. He shows which soul has to do which means, that is there in 

His knowledge. Today He will ask you to go and worship the Lords. The next day, He will ask you 

to sit quietly and contemplate. If your state of being is elevated, He will change all your means and 

nityakram. You have to develop discretion and remain in His ajna.  

 

If you think that you are the only compassionate soul, are you behaving as per Jineshwar Bhagwan’s 

ajna? The whole universe is filled with souls. You cannot see some souls; you can accept them 

because of your faith in Jineshwar Bhagwan. If so many souls are there, no soul can always have 

compassion for all souls. Subtle souls are not the subject of his knowledge. Siddha Bhagwan can 

only have compassion for all souls. But when there is the association of mind, speech, and body, 

there is violence. With spiritual logic, the ascetic is not the protector of six types of living beings. 

Many of his activities like going from place to place, food, offering salutations, etc. he is killing air-

bodied souls. No one is complete. The person with a gross intellect can only say that it is not 

dharma. Do not say that the other person is going against the ajna of Jineshwar Bhagwan. As a 

householder, worshipping is your duty, so leave the indolence and start doing your duty.  

 

We have to understand the whole thing impartially.  

 

 

 

 


